Espressione's commercial quality grinder stands out from the rest with its powerful grinding conical mechanism and precision controlled engineering. Large 8½ ounce hopper and 15 levels of grinding all provide convenience and versatility. Whether brewing coffee or making an espresso the grinder can complete the job fast. The finest setting is ideal for preparing Turkish coffee, which is a rare feature to find in a grinder. A built-in timer with quantity measure can make from 2 to 10 cups in a matter of seconds and will stop automatically when ready. Espressione Professional Conical Burr Coffee Grinder has an advanced conical burr design to reduce the amount of friction and heat thus preserving coffee flavor and aroma. The coffee container holds up to 4 ounces of grounds and remains sealed during grinding and is anti-static. Superior functions and smart design make Espressione Professional Conical Burr Coffee Grinder the ideal commercial quality grinder for your home and office.

**Additional features include:**
- Powerful 150W conical grinding motor completes the job fast and reliably
- Fifteen (15) grind settings provides levels from highly coarse to espresso to Turkish fine
- Commercial grade conical burrs ensure maximum coffee flavor
- Transparent bean container with large 8½ ounce capacity for whole bean coffee
- Anti-static transparent container holds 4 ounces of ground coffee
- Rotary selector to set portions from 2 to 10 cups incorporates an electronic timer for portioning with auto stop function
- Sturdy construction with slip resistant bottom and power cord wind feature
- Stylish design with removable components results in ease of cleaning and maintenance
- Measurements: 6.3” x 5.9” x 10.9”  Weight: 3.8 lbs.

**Master Carton:**
- 4 pcs. 17.3” x 12.6” x 12.8”
- Weight: 19 lbs
- UPC: 786818-400149
- Model: #5198